Abstract An Active grid-based method for estimating pass regions from broadcast soccer videos is presented in this paper. It is assumed that the pass region has a high probability of the pass succeeding. In soccer matches, players discover pass regions based on previous and current player positions. In conventional methods, pass regions are estimated by applying Active Net to only a single frame of a soccer video. In the proposed method, Active grid is applied to three-dimensional data by which frames of the soccer video are connected with the temporal dimension. The proposed method then realizes robust estimation of pass regions based on multiple frames of player positions. The proposed method was applied to actual TV programs to verify its effectiveness.
Introduction
Systems for analyzing video contents must be developed to realize efficient video retrieval. Many researchers in the field of multimedia processing have proposed systems for indexing or extracting specific events based on audio-visual features in news and sports programs 1) 6) . Since soccer is one of the most popular sports, various systems for analyzing soccer videos have been proposed. Some systems perform indexing of several events in soccer videos to generate highlight scenes for a sports news program 4) 6) . However, many viewers are interested in not only specific events but also tactics and players' skills. Hence, some alternative techniques for analyzing tactics and players' skills are necessary. There already exist traditional methods that estimate player positions and pitch areas for soccer content analysis 7) 10) . Furthermore, by using the estimated player positions, we have proposed some methods for analyzing tactics in soccer videos 11) 12) . Specifically, we proposed a method for estimating pass regions * from player positions within a single frame in a broadcast soccer video 12) . However, in a soccer match, players discover pass regions based on previous and current player positions. Therefore, the accuracy of the previous method is limited. Thus, by utilizing player positions of multi-ple frames, more successful pass region estimation can be expected.
In this paper, we propose a new method for estimating pass regions from a broadcast soccer video based on Active grid 13) . Active grid is a method for extracting a region from a three-dimensional space. In the proposed method, Active grid is applied to threedimensional data by which generated data from each frame of the soccer video are connected with the temporal direction. The three-dimensional data include data for previous and current player positions. Therefore, since the proposed method utilizes player positions of multiple frames by introducing Active grid, more successful pass region estimation is realized. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain Active grid used in the proposed method. In Section 3, an overview of the proposed method is explained. In Section 4, generation of the energies for Active grid applied to a soccer video is explained. In Section 5, the method for estimating the pass region based on Active grid is proposed. In Section 6, the effectiveness of our extraction method is verified from experimental results. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.
Active Grid
In this section, we explain Active grid 13) . Active grid is a rectilinear grid structure model based on minimizing energy to extract a target object from three-dimensional data. Active grid is represented as parameters of a three-dimensional point ar- Fig. 1 Structure of Active grid. Each point v is connected to six neighboring points.
ray. It is composed of the lattice points v(p, q, r) = (x(p, q, r), y(p, q, r), z(p, q, r)), 0 < = p < = 1, 0 < = q < = 1 and 0 < = r < = 1, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each point v(p, q, r) is connected to 6 neighboring points, v(p − l, q, r),
and v(p, q, r + n), to form a three-dimensional grid. The values p, q and r are parameters that represent the grid shape and satisfy 0 < = p < = 1, 0 < = q < = 1 and
and n = 1/(Z − 1), where X, Y and Z are the number of lattice points in the X,Y and Z axes, respectively. Active grid has an energy
that consists of an internal energy E * internal and a matching energy E * image , and they are defined as follows:
E int is utilized to smooth the shape of Active grid and is written as
where subscripts of v represent partial derivatives, and the weights α and β are parameters to control the strength of the first term and the second term, respectively, in Eq. (4). Equation (4) is defined by following two terms: the first term converges Active grid to a target object, and the second term controls smoothness of the grid shape. E img is a contraction force, which draws Active grid toward a salient region in the three-dimensional data. Therefore, by defining a proper matching energy, region extraction can be realized. In this paper, E img is defined as follows:
where I(p, q, r) is a value of three-dimensional data on the coordinate of lattice point v(p, q, r), and ω is a parameter that controls the effect of the matching energy.
Overview of Pass Region Estimation Based on Active Grid
In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed method. Pass regions are decided on the basis of geometry of player positions. Note that the previous method 12) estimates pass regions based on player positions. Specifically, by using player positions in a single frame, the previous method generates a matching energy for Active Net. However, since pass regions in soccer matches are decided from previous and current player position geometries, the accuracy of the previous method is limited. Therefore, by using player positions of multiple frames, the proposed method attempts to realize more successful pass region estimation. The proposed method is realized by the following two functions.
1) Generation of Three-dimensional Data (Section 4).
Since pass regions are not visible in a soccer video, the energy E * image cannot be directly defined from visual features of the soccer video. Therefore, the proposed method generates three-dimensional data for the energy E * image from player positions of multiple frames.
2) Estimation of Pass Regions (Section 5).
The proposed method applies Active grid to threedimensional data by which generated data from player positions in each frame are connected with the temporal direction. Since the proposed method utilizes player positions of multiple frames by introducing Active grid, more successful pass region estimation is realized. When we utilize multiple successive results that were obtained by using the previous method 12) , pass region estimation from multiple frames can also be realized. However, in the pass region estimation from single frames, errors caused by inaccurate detection of player positions occur independently of the previous and following frames. Therefore, the performance of the pass region estimation is degraded by errors in individual frame. On the other hand, by using multiple frames simultaneously, Active grid converges to correct regions based on the previous and following player positions, since each lattice point of Active grid depends on its neighboring lattice points. Therefore, by using Active grid, more accurate pass region estimation is realized. 
Generation of Three-dimensional Data
The generation of three-dimensional data based on player positions of multiple frames is explained in this section. Generally, in Active grid-based region extractions, a matching energy that is lower in a target region than in non-target regions is defined. Then lattice points are converged to target regions and region extraction becomes feasible by noting the density of the lattice points. However, since pass regions are not visible in a soccer video, the energy E * image cannot be directly defined from visual features of the soccer video. In this paper, we note that a player passes the ball to another player or a space. Thus, by using player positions of successive frames, the proposed method generates three-dimensional data that have low values in attacking player regions and spaces. Furthermore, the proposed method defines the energy E * image based on the values I(p, q, r) of three-dimensional data. Specifically, the proposed method obtains the energy E * image by utilizing Eq. (5). Thus, by using Eq. (5) and the three-dimensional data, the proposed method converges Active grid's lattice points to pass regions. In the proposed method, the three-dimensional data are expressed by connecting generated data from player positions in each frame with the temporal direction. The generated data are the energy distribution of each frame t. There are two kinds of passes in soccer: 1) a pass in which the ball moves to an attacking player and 2) a pass in which the ball moves to an empty space in the pitch. Therefore, in the proposed method, the energy distribution is expressed as A t and S t . A t shows the energy distribution of each frame t for a pass in which the ball moves to an attacking player, and S t shows the energy distribution of each frame t for a pass in which the ball moves to an empty space in the pitch. A t and S t has low values in the attacking player position or the empty space in the pitch. A t and S t are generated from player positions. An example of player positions is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In Fig. 2(a) , black points, white points and the gray point are the attacking player positions, defensive player positions and ball position, respectively. Examples of generated A t and S t are shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). The proposed method generates the three-dimensional data V A and V S by connecting A t or S t with the temporal dimension. Specifically, the three-dimensional data V A and V S are generated as shown in Fig. 3 . These three-dimensional data include the previous and current player positions. Next, specific procedures for generating A t and S t at each frame t are explained.
[Generation of A t ]
A pass in which the ball moves to an attacking player is realized between a ball carrier and the attacking player. Therefore, the proposed method generates A t that has low values in attacking player regions and high values in defensive player regions. In the generated A t , these player regions are expressed as round shapes. This is because a receiver can move around to receive the pass. The round shape of each player region is represented by using a radius r that controls the distance that a player can move to receive the pass. The radius r is computed on the basis of distance between the ball carrier and each player. Specifically, the radius r for player P i in frame t is computed as follows:
where d t1 is the distance between the ball carrier and player P i , v h is the velocity of the receiver and v b is the velocity of the ball. v h and v b are defined in the proposed method as fixed values.
[Generation of S t ]
A pass in which the ball moves to an empty space in the pitch succeeds when the attacking players move to the space faster than the defensive players. Thus, the proposed method generates S t in frame t by the following three steps.
(i) Definition of degree s(x, y) t
In the proposed method, degree s(x, y) t of the space at each point (x, y) of the pitch is defined as follows:
where d t2 is the distance between the nearest defensive player and each point on the pitch, and λ is a parameter that controls the degree of the space.
(ii) Estimation of probability p(x, y) t
The proposed method estimates the probability p(x, y) t that an attacking player reaches each point (x, y) of the pitch. Specifically, probability p(x, y) t is defined on the basis of the time that attacking players can arrive at the target space, where time is defined by the distance between the attacking players and the target space. Thus, in the proposed method, probability p(x, y) t is estimated as follows:
player with the ball where d ta is the distance between the target point and the nearest attacking player, d t d is the distance between the target space and nearest defensive player, and γ is a parameter that controls the probability.
(iii) Generation of S t The proposed method generates S t based on degree s(x, y) t and probability p(x, y) t . A value I(x, y) t of S t in each point of the pitch is defined as follows:
where I max is the maximum value of S t .
Estimation of Pass Regions
In this section, the method for estimating pass regions based on player positions of multiple frames is explained. In soccer matches, since the player with the ball passes on a radial course, pass regions become radial shapes whose center is the position of the player with the ball. Therefore, the proposed method defines the shape of Active grid with a cylindrical shape. The center of Active grid in each frame is the position of the player with the ball. In order to estimate pass regions, three-dimensional data are generated as described in the previous section. The three-dimensional data have low values in target player regions and target space regions. Thus, by using a matching energy based on the values of the three-dimensional data, the proposed method converges Active grid lattice points to pass regions. Then, by noting the density of Active grid lattice points, the possibility that a pass succeeds to each region of the pitch that is divided into a lattice shape is calculated. Specifically, the possibility that a pass succeeds is calculated by the following steps.
(i) The proposed method applies Active grids to generated three-dimensional data A t and S t . (ii) In order to calculate the density of Active grids in Consequently, the proposed method obtains the pass regions that have dense Active grids' lattice points. An example of the estimated pass regions is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , red regions express the pass regions and the intensity of the red color is the density of Active grids lattice points.
Experimental Results
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by showing results of experiments. For the experiments, we used pass scenes from actual soccer programs in which there were no panning or zooming shots. The player positions can be obtained by using conventional methods In the experiment for which results are shown in Fig. 5 , we used a scene that shows a pass to a striker. In this scene, attacking players attack to the right side of the result image, the striker is in the center of the right side of the result image, and the player with the ball is on the left side of the striker. As shown in Fig. 5(a), and (b) , estimation of the pass regions can be achieved by the proposed method and the previous method. In Fig. 5 (b) , a pass region (specifically Fig. 5 (b)-(iii)) in which the player with the ball cannot pass the ball is estimated by the previous method. In the previous method, that pass region is estimated by noting only this frame. Since players move in this scene, the proposed method does not accurately estimate that pass region by using multiple frames of player positions.
Experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) to explain the influence of inaccurate player positions. In these figures, yellow points are players with inaccurately detected positions. As shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d), the accuracy of the player position does not severely affect the final results. Since the proposed method calculates the possibility that a pass succeeds from the player position geometry by using a matching energy, the proposed method realizes robust estimation of pass regions despite the inaccurate detected player positions.
Finally, we calculate Precision and Recall from 147 scenes. These are defined as follows: Precision = Num. of correctly estimated regions Num. of all estimated regions ,
Recall = Num. of correctly estimated regions Num. of passes ,
where the number of correctly estimated regions is calculated by counting the actual passes in the estimated regions. In this experiment, we applied the proposed method and the previous method 12) to some scenes that have different numbers of frames. These experiments are the same as the experiments in the previously reported paper 12) . Precision and Recall are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The accuracy was calculated according to the following two conditions. First, cases in which a ball was passed to a player who is out of the camera frame were regarded as failures (see Table 1 ). Furthermore, the above cases were excluded for calculation of Precision and Recall (see Table 2 ). As shown in Tables 1  and 2 , the proposed method realized an improvement of Precision. Since the previous method utilizes only player positions of single frames, pass regions in which the direction of player movement is not considered were estimated. On the other hand, by utilizing the player positions of multiple frames, the proposed method estimates pass regions in which the direction of player movement is considered. According to these results, the proposed method can provide a more accurate result.
Conclusion
In this paper, an Active grid-based method for estimating pass regions has been presented. The proposed method realizes robust estimation by generating threedimensional data based on player positions of multiple frames. The effectiveness of our proposed method was shown by experimental results. The results of the proposed method show various pass courses in a soccer match. Therefore, by using the proposed method, we can obtain information on soccer tactics and players' skills. In the proposed method, the importance of the pass course in terms of soccer tactics was not calculated. Since the pass is a very important element for a goal in soccer matches, the importance must be calculated in future works. 
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